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Thesis 1: The Virtual Trial Action

In The Stanley Parable the player embarks on a virtual trial

action in the course of which he will gain a better

understanding of his dystopian present. This plot of education

is meticulously prestructured by the video game dystopia’s

implied player, in both the player’s physical possibilities to

action and subsequent interpretive thought processes.

(at least one of the implied player’s potential manifestations)



The Implied Player (Espen Aarseth)

- can be seen as a role made for the player by the

game, a set of expectations that the player must

fulfil for the game to “exercise its effect” (132).

- as a boundary imposed on the player-subject by the

game, a limitation to the playing person’s freedom of

movement and choice (132).



The Implied Reader (Wolfgang Iser)
- He embodies all those preconditions necessary for a 

literary work to exercise its effect … (34).

- a textual structure anticipating the presence of a recipient 

... (34).

- a network of response-inviting structures, which impel 

the reader to grasp the text (34).

 Aesthetic response



The Repertoire of The Stanley Parable
Consist of all the familiar territory within the text

[game world / storyworld]. 

- references to earlier works, or to social and historical norms …

- to the whole culture from which the text has emerged – … the 

“extratextual” reality (Iser 69). [utopia / dystopia do that very clearly] 

Conventions, norms, and traditions … are always in some way reduced or 

modified, as they have been removed from their original context and 

function (Iser 69). 



A Bureaucratic Consumer Capitalism





Jeremy Bentham‘s Panopticon 





Thesis 2: The Wandering Viewpoint
The player’s process of comprehension is guided through her

wandering viewpoint. In the course of the virtual trial action the

player will encounter several perspectives the game’s diegetic

world has to offer. These represent informational units (offers to the

player) he cognitively arranges into a coherent whole. As the

connections between those perspectives usually remain unstated,

blanks invariably arise. It is now up to the player to fill in the

unstated connections by using his world knowledge.

In video games, however, the possibility space allows for the

creation of an additional perspective, which is the player’s herself.

By filling in physical gaps through choice and action the player

will create his own perspectives.



Perspectives in The Stanley Parable
- The gameworld (environment, artifacts, etc.)

- The narrator

- Stanley (external focalization on the player character)

- The player (internal focalization, subjective point of view: feeling of an

almost unmediated story experience / creation)

- The player’s actions (by filling in physical gaps [the indeterminacy

space of the video game] the player creates his own perspectives).

- The dynamic system (a confining set of rules that limits player action)



Official Narrative and Counter-Narrative
(cf. Baccolini / Moylan)



- Physical gap: What happens if I

follow the narrator?

- Stanley chooses the left door.

Goes upstairs to his boss’s office,

shuts-off the mind control facility,

reaches a beautiful landscape.

- Contradiction creates a blank:

promise of unrestrained agency

and the cut-scene. The worst

ending? Living in the simulation!

Stanley is supposedly happy!

The Narrator and

Dystopia’s Official Narrative 



Stanley pushing buttons in a 

meaningless servile routine (for 4 

hours !!!).

- Blank between player action 

and outcome (as there is 

none).

Walking in loops the entire 

game.

- Blank between player action 

and repetition.

The Narrator and

Dystopia’s Official Narrative



- Physical gap: What happens if I try to revolt? 

Transgressive Play:

- The attempt to regain agency (breaking 

the rules).

- Driving the narrator mad and ruining his 

meticulously planned story.

Stanley chooses the door on his right

The Counter-Narrative



The Question of

Agency
- The narrator gives you the 

illusion of choice, in that he reacts 

to the player’s actions. 

- Blank creation: Do I really have 

agency in the game?

- Do I really have agency in real 

life?

 Connection: virtuality / reality. 



Stanley and the Player

Dystopia’s Aesthetic Response
- Plot of education: 

From an external perspective on Stanley, 

to an “internal”.

Blank between Stanley and the 

player: Am I Stanley???

Warning: Do not become Stanley! And

if you think you have, do something

about it!

Gaining a better understanding of the

empirical present.



Thank you very much!

Any Questions?
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